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About This Game
Are you brave enough to uncover the dark secret of Twilight Town and stop the villains before it's too late? Get ready to
discover the truth in this stunning mix of hidden object and city building games full of twists and turns! Along the way of your
own detective investigation you'll be solving tons of clever puzzles and special mini-games.
The last in your line, you have been summoned to Twilight Town to become the Judge of the Others. It’s up to you to investigate
the mysterious death or your predecessor. Constantine was down on something, but was removed from the board before
exposing the culprit. As you look into the entanglement of clues, you soon learn there’s more to this town than meets the eye.
Everyone seems to have a double life, and you’d better trust no one playing Hidden Objects: Twilight Town, a mystery
adventure quest. The time has come to unravel the web of intrigues, choose your side in the eternal war between vampires and
werewolves, and protect people from the evil. The Others need their Judge!
■ Display your city building strategy skills
■ Delve up the mystery adventure quest
■ Explore richly detailed hidden object scenes
■ Complete 100 magic collections
■ Fight the evil with might and magic
■ Run your own detective investigation to track down the villain
■ Manage goods supply, care about the citizens and improve your reputation
■ Meet a colorful cast of characters, each in two guises
■ Solve clever word puzzles
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■ Earn coins in Match 3 mini-game
■ Win artifacts and cash in a spooky casino
The fate of the Twilight Town uncertain until you stop the villains before they unleash powerful forces that will destroy the
mystical city.
This unique detective quest combines the features of a city builder and finding games. That implies solving ordinary time
management problems: taking care of cargoes, shipping and production in the town, keeping the citizens entertained and happy
with their scale of living… and protect them from wicked sorcerers, bloodthirsty vampires and vicious werewolves. However,
you won’t be able to display your strategy talents and build up your town unless you make a fortune. Explore beautifully drawn
and richly colored hidden object scenes and display your Match 3 skills to earn some cash. Like gambling? Try your luck at the
roulette table and Wheel of Fortune, or just play slots. Solve word puzzles to learn the history of Twilight Town, find enchanted
collectibles, and proceed through mystery adventure quest!
Don’t forget that Twilight Town is the cradle of the powerful creatures, so be ready for constant scheming, natural disasters and
secret affairs. A handsome guy from the pub over the corner could very well be a werewolf, an emotional actress threatens to
get the world frozen because of a broken heart, and dark rumours about ancient ruins and a misty mountain in the uptown
spread along. So, watch you back, and search for the clues in 19 seek-and-find locations. Run your own crime investigations and
restore law and order in your new estate.
This adventure will turn your world upside down. Delve up the darkest secrets of the mystical city and discover a stunning mix
of hidden objects and city building games.
Hidden Objects: Twilight Town is a rare find for all mystery games fans as it puts a hidden object adventure in the eerie setting,
featuring outwardly creatures and ancient mysteries.
Enjoying Hidden Objects: Twilight Town? Learn more about the game!
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Title: Twilight Town
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Free to Play
Developer:
Absolutist Ltd.
Publisher:
Absolutist Ltd.
Release Date: 4 Dec, 2017
b4d347fde0

English,French,German,Russian
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